How to Take Photos
for Social Media
using your iPhone

If your business has a
presence on social media,
then you have access to one
of THE most powerful tools
at your disposal:
The potential to engage with your target
market, for free, every single day.
Well done, you!

But this always-accessible means of engagement comes with a flipside:
the constant need to produce visual content.
All. The. Time.
We recommend you post on your social media channels at least three times per week. If you want
to get the best bang for your back out of these posts while still being authentic (no stock photos
please!), then some Year 5 maths will quickly tell you that you need at least 152 pieces of original
imagery every year.
Yikes. Now, you might have a friend of a friend of a friend who is an ‘up-and-coming’ photographer.

But the reality is, to produce 152 pieces of engaging (and diverse) visual
content every year, you need another solution.
Luckily, you have the answer to all your original visual content problems. In fact, it’s in your pocket
right now. Or on your desk. Or in the hands of your 4-year-old.
Your smartphone.
If you find the idea of creating visual content for your business daunting, it’s okay! Here’s our go-to
guide for using your smartphone to produce amazing, engaging visual content for social media.
With a bit of practice, you’ll soon be using that smartphone to create engaging, unique content. It’s
seriously one of the easiest and quickest ways to add genuine value and authenticity to your
online presence.

Let’s get started!
We’ve broken up our guide into three super-easy steps: Before, during
and after the photo has been taken.

1. Before the Photo
Prep Your Phone
This first step may be a little obvious, but you’d be surprised at how many potentially great photos
are marred by some leftover KFC grease on the camera lens.
So clean your lens! The edge of a T-shirt will do.
The other thing you’ll want to do before taking a photo is turn the flash off. The flash on your
smartphone is criminally bad, and if you need to use it, it probably means you need a brighter
location to shoot in. More on that later…

Prep the Area
This is an often-missed step, but can really make the difference between a photo that looks like your
Grandma tried to take it and a photo that looks really good.
Take a few minutes to look around your shoot location. This is the first thing we do on our
professional shoots, too.
Are there any unnecessary distractions? Think rubbish bins, fire extinguishers, random kids toys,
scraps of paper or old coffee mugs. Try to make your location as clutter-free as possible, so that the
focus is exclusively on the subject.

Once the location is spick and span, consider the lighting in the room.
Photos generally look best when there is lots of natural light. If you’re shooting inside, pick a location
next to an open window or door. Try to avoid relying on artificial lighting, which tends to cast an
unpleasant colour on your subject. (Hello, green fluros…)
Finally, if the subject is a person, consider the clothes they are wearing and what they are
doing.
The subject’s facial expression will strongly influence how the photo is interpreted. If you want your
audience to be happy after seeing your post, then make sure your subject looks happy!

2. Taking the photo
Focus and Exposure
We’re gonna get all school teacher-y on you for
a sec, but pay close attention here.
We’re serious when we say that focus,
exposure and composition will make or
break your shot.
Smartphones make focussing and setting
exposure ridiculously easy – just tap on the
screen, and the phone will crunch the numbers
for you.
It probably goes without saying, but most of the
time you’ll be tapping to focus on the subject of
your photo.
If the preview on your screen looks a little bright,
then you can drag down to the right of the box
to manually reduce the exposure, making the
photo darker. The opposite is true if the photo is
dark (just drag up), however keep in mind that
it is much easier to make a photo brighter when
editing the photo than it is to make it darker.
Check out the free photography tip sheet
attached if you’re a little unsure what focus
and exposure means.

Composing the shot
Composing your shot is SO important, so
make sure you’re totally across these points:
Portrait or Landscape | With the majority of social media users on mobile devices, portraitoriented photos are a good place to start if you’re unsure whether to go portrait or landscape.
Check Your Positioning | Don’t be afraid to get creative with your positioning to see what works
best. Stand close, move further back, get down on your knees. Taking a range of photos from
different positions gives you more choice when it comes to choosing what to post later on.

Just make sure that your ‘horizon’ is straight – even indoors. We’re not in the mid 2000s anymore,
friends!
When shooting people, your best bet is to get down to eye-level with them. Be conscious of the angle
of your phone, which can easily distort faces and make them look… well,
pretty weird!
Rule of Thirds | Let’s take a trip back to your Year
8 art class. The Rule of Thirds places an imaginary
grid over your photo. Placing key subjects on the
intersection of these grid lines is an easy way to
create ensure that your photo is well-balanced.
Don’t Zoom | This one’s simple. Don’t do it!
Smartphones have pretty awesome cameras, but
they are not great at zooming, and will drastically
decrease the quality of your photo. Pixels are not a
good look.

3. After the Photo
Editing for Social Media
Now that your photos have been taken, you can move onto the final phase of photography –
editing. Editing is a huge part of the photography process and can easily turn an ‘okay’ photo into
a sensational photo. There are a plethora of apps, programs and utilities out there that are all
capable of editing photos, ranging from free to many hundreds of dollars. We’re all about keeping
it real and achievable here at The Marketing Side, so we recommend starting out with a free app.
Your in-phone photo editor, Instagram and Canva are all great starting points.
Editing can be daunting, so if you’re new to the game, try following this process:

1. Crop Crop your photo if you need
to cut-out distractions, get closer to the
subject or change the orientation (i.e.
landscape to portrait)

2. Brightness Make sure your subject is
bright and clear by upping the brightness.

3. Contrast Contrast affects
how dramatic your photo is by
making the dark areas darker
and the light areas lighter.
Usually a slight increase in
contrast can really help lift
your photo.

4. Saturation Saturation
affects the intensity of the
colours in your photo. If you
need a little more ‘punch’
to your photo, a pop of
saturation might do the trick.
Be careful though! Oversaturated photos are a big
no-no because they look fake.

Did I mention we’re all about
taking action and making a
tangible difference?
So get stuck in. Go on. You know it’ll be worth it. Get your
phone out, give it a go, and then enjoy that successful,
accomplished feeling.
And will you let me know how you go? I’d love it if you
send me an email jodie@themarketingside.com.au or
tag @themarketingside and let us know what worked
for you.
Go for it, legends. I am cheering you on!
Find us on socials

5. Temperature Temperature
changes how ‘cool’ (blues)
or warm (yellows) your photo
feels. This is a really helpful
tool for helping to bring life
to your photos and fix the
lighting issues sometimes
found under artificial light.

